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Methodology

Data in the US/UK M&A Deal Monitor are based on
deal volumes and values in Thomson One Banker
and Deloitte analysis. Deal value calculations are
based on M&A deals for which value is disclosed –
values are not disclosed for a significant proportion
of M&A deals. Volume calculations are based on all
announced deals whether or not value is disclosed.
Some announced deals included in the data may
not proceed to completion. The Deal Monitor
includes volume and value data for the most recent
eight quarters; in this edition data run from Q3
2015 to Q2 2017 inclusive.
In this publication, references to Deloitte are
references to Deloitte LLP, the UK member
firm of DTTL.
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Preface
If you want to check on the health of global cross-border investment, the US/UK
mergers and acquisitions corridor is your first stop. The M&A deal flow between the
UK and North America is still the biggest bilateral deal corridor in the world by value.
It’s supported by much more than a common language. There are also commonalities
of business culture and a mutual understanding of processes and priorities, together
with the fact that both the US and the UK have large and vital private equity sectors.
But none of that would count for much
without a macro-economic environment
that supports US/UK dealmaking. The US
remains the biggest and most dynamic
market in the world; for many UK
companies, the imperative to build a
presence in the US remains as strong as
ever. And both the US and the UK are
innovation economies. Technology continues
to be the driving force behind transatlantic
M&A – over the last six months the
Technology, Media & Telecommunications
(TMT) industry has once again seen by far the
largest number of deals in both directions,
and we believe that the technology driver
will grow only stronger over the coming
months and years.
Asset markets are hot. Valuations on both
sides of the Atlantic are back to pre-credit
crunch levels of the late 2000s.

Capital markets are friendly places for
borrowers, and the debt component in
dealmaking is at an all time high. Are these
the signs of a market approaching the top
of its cycle?
In the coming months, we believe opposing
forces will be in play. One is the technology
imperative: technology waits for no one,
and many businesses will continue to seek
out deals that capture the benefits of new
data technology, which would likely push
the M&A market on and up. But there are
uncertainties to be confronted. Not just the
ever-present uncertainties over regulatory
change, or the tax environment, or the
prolonged uncertainty over the terms of
the UK’s exit from the European Union (EU),
significant as all these are. There are also
concerns about the M&A cycle itself.

“The M&A deal
flow between
the UK and North
America is still the
biggest bilateral
deal corridor in
the world.”
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“Both the US
and the UK
are innovation
economies.
Technology
continues to
be the driving
force behind
transatlantic
M&A.”

We do not believe that the transatlantic
deal corridor will cool significantly in the
next six months – the tailwinds of easy
capital and technological change are just
too strong. But there is likely to be change.
Financial investors may start acting more
like corporate buyers, holding assets for
longer and developing business platforms
that can deliver synergies. Corporate
buyers are expected to start paying even
more attention to the execution of postacquisition integration, as ever higher
prices narrow the margin for error. And all
buyers are likely to cast their nets more
widely in the search for assets, looking for
those good companies that don’t happen
to be in the usual places.

Cahal Dowds
UK Head of US/UK
M&A Corridor

Andy Wilson
US Head of US/UK
M&A Corridor

Overall, it is getting harder to buy well –
but the need to do so is as strong as ever.
For many companies, M&A is no longer
a second best to organic growth –
it is now the primary growth strategy
in business.
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The Deloitte US/UK M&A Deal Monitor
Welcome to the fourth edition of the Deloitte US/UK M&A Deal Monitor. The Deal
Monitor follows trends and analyses underlying driving forces in the most active
merger and acquisition arena in the world economy today. The data focus on the
latest half-year of M&A activity between the US and the UK, set in the context of the
most recent eight quarters of M&A activity in the US/UK ‘corridor’.
Mergers and acquisitions between the US
and UK remain at or close to an all time
high in volume terms.
However, for the first time in eight
quarters we are beginning to see divergent
expectations for the near to medium term
are emerging on both sides of the Atlantic.
•• Confidence over M&A volumes is high
in the US, but more guarded in the
UK. Says one US M&A advisor, “right
now it is very difficult to see what would
bring about a cessation to this very
strong M&A trend. Debt finance remains
very inexpensive relative to historical
norms. Improved operating efficiencies in
corporations have generated significant
cash, cash that will find its way into M&A.
And private equity fundraising continues
unabated.” But the CEO at one large UK/
European private equity house cautions

“this hot market does not have very much
longer to run, or at least history says it
can’t last much longer – after all we are
already in the eighth year of the up part
of the cycle.”
•• UK dealmaking into the US has risen
by almost 10% in 1H 2017. Most UK
investors are buying revenue growth in
the US: says one UK based TMT specialist
“corporates are concerned about their
organic growth prospects, so if you have
to improve your equity story, you buy.”

This edition of the Deal Monitor includes
a special focus on the role of technology
in driving M&A deals. The tech sector
has been the busiest M&A sector in
each of the last eight quarters, but
the impact of technological change is
seen in other sectors as well – financial
services, business services, consumer
business and manufacturing are all being
profoundly reshaped by new data and
communications technology.

•• Technology will continue to drive
M&A across the US/UK corridor.
The consensus view is that technological
change and the impact of data and
analytics on all businesses will continue
to provide structural demand for M&A
deals. Technology deals continue to
dominate the M&A flow, as they have
done for the last eight quarters.
7
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Technology and capital are driving deals
The dealmaking momentum continues. The volume
of deals over the last eight quarters is at boom levels,
a boom that has continued unabated in the last half.
Yet unlike in previous M&A booms, global demand has
been somewhat weak, albeit recovering, and uncertainties
over policy have been at elevated levels in both the US
and the UK. Clearly, unusual factors are at work.
The most deep rooted of these factors
is technological change, as the computer
revolution has given way to a data
revolution and created the world of
‘Big Data’. This in turn has created a new
and overwhelming business imperative for
many companies to capture and analyse
data. This appears to be a survival issue,
and it has been, is now and likely will be a
driving force behind M&A activity.
Secondly, there is the power of undeployed
capital. After an extended period of low
capital investment and high profits, many
companies are cash rich as never before.
Private equity investors meanwhile have
benefitted from the low returns available
from conventional investments and have
raised record amounts of capital that they
8

are pre-programmed to deploy as quickly
as they dare. Together, corporate and
private equity investors have built a moving
wave of capital that is raising valuations,
borrowing and M&A volumes to boom
levels and beyond.
“What we see supporting the market
are the record levels of funds that private
equity has raised, plus the record level of
cash on corporate balance sheets,” says
Cahal Dowds. “Certainly for private equity,
doing nothing with that capital is just not
in their DNA”.

“The computer
revolution has
given way to a
data revolution
and created the
world of ‘Big Data’.
This in turn has
created a new
and overwhelming
business imperative
for many companies
to capture and
analyse data.”
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Technology is the driving force in
transatlantic M&A because ‘Big Data’
has become the most significant driving
force in business. Virtually unlimited data
storage capacity, astonishing advances in
processing power, and the network effect
of connectivity have combined to create
the phenomenon of ‘Big Data’, whether
it be customer, product or market data.
Many businesses believe that the ability to
capture, analyse and profit from that data
is the key to future growth.
Many of these deals show up in our
TMT deal totals, which have consistently
outperformed all other sectors over the
last eight quarters. But technology is also
driving deals in other sectors, such as
manufacturing and professional services.
“Technology is driving and will likely
continue to drive dealmaking,” says Andy
Wilson. “The reality is that most deals are
in some way technology focused – either
directly or by implication, because data
technology affects not just pure technology
companies but nearly everything else,
whether it be consumer or industrial
businesses.”

“‘Big Data’ has
become the
driving force in
business. Virtually
unlimited data
storage capacity,
astonishing
advances in
processing power,
and the network
effect of connectivity
have combined
to create the
phenomenon of
‘Big Data’.”

The other dimension of technology-driven
M&A is that it is highly specific to individual
economies. There are very few technology
deals to be done outside of a select few
markets, and the US and UK are the preeminent two.
“High growth companies are looking for
acquisitions everywhere, all of the time,”
says Andy Wilson. “Increasingly that means
looking for deals in emerging markets as
well as in Europe and the US. But with so
much of the M&A flow focused on TMT,
you have to look at deals in the US and UK.
Many companies need to buy data analysis
capacity because that is so much cheaper
than building it, and you can’t go to
emerging markets for that. You have
to find it in the US, the UK, and maybe
the Nordic countries.”
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Next wave technologies
will drive next wave M&A
Data technology is entering a new phase
which will likely add to technology-driven
M&A in the coming period. One of the
biggest developments will be the roll-out
of 5G mobile networks, expected in 2020.1
The standards for 5G are still evolving, but
it seems likely that they will enable mobile
data transfers at a rate anything from
10 to 50 times faster than today’s best
performance.
The new network standard is likely to fuel
acquisitions in mobile telephony and 5G
applications. “There are already plenty of
ongoing deals in mobile technology, with
a bigger computing component, more
sophisticated devices, and more powerful
mobile chip technology,” says Ron Rivera,
US TMT Lead, Investment Banking. “Mobile
is also going to embrace the internet
of things, which requires software and
mobile chip development. And this, in turn,
means that security is going to be ever
more important. For example, there is
already a great deal of M&A around mobile
technology for automotive applications.
At first companies were thinking of how
to make devices connect. Now they are
realising that this development brings many
security issues with it.”

1

https://www.ft.com
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The impact of cyber security is already
visible in M&A. “Cyber security is
increasingly a due diligence issue, but it is
not driving dealmaking, not yet,” says Paul
Staples, Head of TMT EMEA Advisory.
This, however, is likely to change. “It’s at
the stage of being a massive multi-billion
dollar opportunity,” says Byron Nelson, US
Deloitte Senior Vice President and TMT
specialist. “Sensitive data remain at risk,
and the market is really starving for good
technology on security. Most big retailers
and other companies developing an
e-commerce business, are all recognising
major risks over where data resides. Right
now from an M&A perspective, most
companies are looking at how they can bolt
on IT systems that will meet the threat.”
Andy Wilson adds that this is yet another
reason why buy-not-build is the obvious
strategy for many companies with cybersecurity issues but no core competence in
data protection. “Cyber-security is an issue
because data in general is an issue,” he
says. “We have not seen many pure cybersecurity acquisitions, but they are likely to
happen. Many companies don’t have time
to develop their own responses organically,
so they will have to buy the capability.”

This will be a challenging market for
investors, though, according to Nic
Humphries, CEO of HG Capital, a private
equity firm that specialises in professional
service software applications. “Cyber
security is clearly going to grow as a
business,” he says. “But cyber security
software tends to cut across every
industry, and every country. It’s what we
call horizontal software, and that means it
is not very ‘sticky’ as a product. Your best
buy today in security software may not
be your best buy tomorrow. So although
the overall market is going to grow, it is a
market where you will likely see a few big
winners and a lot of losers, and often for
quite random reasons.”
Established software businesses remain
the most sought-after M&A assets, agrees
Jason Richards, Transaction Services
Partner and UK TMT lead for US/UK
corridor. “There are really two kinds of
software businesses in the market,” he
says. “There are the more familiar software
businesses that, generally, are vertical
application in nature, typically business-tobusiness, regulatory driven in some way,
with a steady growth in the customer base,
and low customer turnover – businesses
like legal and tax accounting services.
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Outbound technology dealmaking from
the US fell somewhat in the first half of
2017, down 10 percent on an annualised
basis, although that fall is magnified by
a very strong Q2 performance in 2016.
At 60 deals in 1H 2017 the deal flow is
running at the two-year average.
UK outbound dealmaking also fell in the
first half of 2017, by a modest 5 percent
on an annualised basis. This fall reflects
the very strong first half performance in
2016 when technology deal making rose
sharply. At 39 deals in 1H 2017, the deal
flow is running slightly above the two-year
average.

Figure 1: TMT deal volume
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Why technology is
the driving force
“The transatlantic deal flow dynamic
is a material feature of the technology
M&A landscape,” says Paul Staples.
“The UK marketplace remains of
strategic interest to US companies
as they search for innovative and
successful business models that offer
attractive future scalability. We have
also witnessed a surge in interest from
specialist US private equity funds,
sometimes attracted by an opportunity
to acquire a platform within a higher
growth niche market.”
There have been few telecoms deals
in the last year (and no UK outgoing
telecoms deals at all). Media acquisitions
are part of the bilateral deal flow, but
technology clearly dominates.
“Within the larger cap market, it is clear
that ongoing political and regulatory
scrutiny will continue to have a dampening
effect on transaction volumes within the
European telecoms sector,” says Paul
Staples. “By comparison, it is interesting
to note the progress being made by the
proposed merger between AT&T and Time
Warner on the other side of the Atlantic.”

12

“The UK marketplace
remains of strategic
interest to US
companies as
they search for
innovative and
successful business
models that offer
attractive future
scalability.”

Technology remains the biggest part of
the TMT dealmaking channel, and it is
the channel where US buyers typically
call the shots. “We continue to feel the
weight of US capital when it comes to
the consolidation dynamic that is playing
out in meaningful segments of the tech
sector. Although it is worth noting that
Asian acquirors have also made their
presence felt and have shown genuine
ambition, reflected in their increased
weighting in recent years in terms
of outbound M&A sector volumes,”
says Paul Staples. “We are potentially
seeing a reprise of the trend previously
witnessed within the software and IT
services sector, where successful UK
companies were progressively absorbed
over an extended period by overseas
international groups.”
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The wall of capital
The debt markets that fuel US/UK M&A took a pause
in 2016, albeit a brief one. Direct lenders who form an
increasingly important part of M&A funding did fewer
deals in the UK over the year, and fundraising on both
sides of the Atlantic was down. Political uncertainty in
both the US and UK contributed to this moderation.
But the pause was not extended. Fundraising
returned to growth in the last quarter of last
year, and dealmaking picked up once more.
As we move into the second half of 2017 the
brief interlude of ‘risk off’ seems a distant
memory. The pressure of funds raised is
one contributory factor to the hectic pace of
investment that marks the M&A deal corridor
in 2017, and high levels of liquidity are helping
to drive valuations to a 10 year high (for
example by the first quarter of 2017 valuation
levels in Europe had reached 9.6X EBITDA
for the first time in a decade). In the direct
lending space alone there are around 125
funds in the US and European markets, with
commitments of around $50 billion of which
over $30 billion is in the US.
The environment remains paradoxical,
says Fenton Burgin, Head of UK Debt
Advisory. “We have a political environment

of uncertainty over policy and delivery in
the US and in the UK. In that context there
was something close to consensus in capital
markets that the first half of this year would
see a return to risk-off positions with tighter
liquidity, capital costs rising, and asset prices
softening. In fact the exact opposite has
happened. Equity markets are at an all-time
high. Liquidity is at record levels. Debt for
mid-market borrowers is actually getting
cheaper, and we are seeing leverage deals
at five times EBITDA or more with very
covenant-light financing.”

“Liquidity is at
record levels.
Debt for midmarket borrowers
is actually getting
cheaper, and we
are seeing leverage
deals at five times
EBITDA or more
with very covenantlight financing.”

“These are the kinds of price levels that
could make investors think twice about
participating – but we still think the US/UK
M&A market will be the main corridor for
deals, not least because of the amount of US
capital that is looking for returns outside the
US,” adds Cahal Dowds.
13
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The divergence between the US and UK
is becoming more apparent, adds Byron
Nelson. “One thing in particular that a
US dealmaker will notice is that there is
a more aggressive financing mind-set
in the UK. In the US it is unusual to have
very aggressive debt packages. Typically
packages are three to five times EBITDA.
In the UK seven, eight or even nine
times EBITDA is not unusual. There is a
difference in risk appetite.”

Figure 2: Europe’s turbocharged debt markets
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When will the cycle turn?
All cycles end. Market pessimists point to the high valuations equity markets are
ascribing to listed companies, as well as the levels of debt attached to acquisitions.
But we believe it is too early to call a turn in the cycle.
“Right now it is very difficult to see what
would bring about a cessation to this very
strong M&A trend,” says Jamie Lewin, Head
of Deloitte US private equity coverage.
“Debt finance remains unusually available
both from banks and rapidly emerging
non-bank sources. Moreover, debt is very
inexpensive relative to historical norms.
Even if rates go up it will still be very
cheap compared to any previous M&A
cycle. Improved operating efficiencies in
corporations have generated significant
cash, cash that will find its way into M&A.
And private equity fundraising continues
unabated.”

“There is a change of tone
from a lot of private equity
investors. Some of them
are beginning to say, it is
time to sell whatever you
can sell, and to be much
more careful about what
you buy.”

But while corporate buyers take comfort
that their acquisitions and divestments
are underpinned by long term strategy,
private equity buyers are more sensitive
to prices and terms. “There is a change of
tone from a lot of private equity investors,”
says Cahal Dowds. “Some of them are
beginning to say, it is time to sell whatever
you can sell, and to be much more careful
about what you buy.”

“The signs of a turning cycle would be that
borrowers can’t match their debt service
requirements, but we are not seeing any
real rising default rates,” adds Jamie Lewin.
“And the way deals are being structured is
so borrower-friendly with light covenants,
this is a difficult market that can absorb
a lot of stress.”

15
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Every party ends,
says HG Capital
“This hot market does not have very much
longer to run,” says Nic Humphries, CEO of
HG Capital, a European private equity fund
headquartered in the UK. “At least history
says it can’t last much longer – after all we
are already in the eighth year of the up
part of the cycle.”
HG Capital, which specialises in acquisitions
in technology, services and industrial
companies, believes that acquisition
discipline is the key to buying today.
“There is a huge amount of capital
waiting to be deployed, for both private
equity and corporate buyers,” says Nic
Humphries. “Prices are high. That’s a
situation where you have to be very
careful about making investments,
because what happens in a bull market is
that the B-grade and C-grade assets end
up looking like A-grade assets.”
“That is why we are being very active on
IPOs and disposals, and hyper-cautious
on acquisitions. We are very clear that
we want to buy companies with a high
level of intellectual property, companies
which own their IP. We buy mission critical
businesses, with a high level of recurring
revenue – the kind of companies that can
grow every year, even in recession.”
16

HG Capital has recently made two
significant acquisitions in the US,
including Sovos Compliance of Boston,
a company that provides tax and
e-governance software solutions to
corporate customers. Nic Humphries
says that HG Capital’s strategy is to use
its US acquisitions as platforms to acquire
and integrate more smaller European
companies. But he cautions that buying
US assets to grow businesses is not for
the faint-hearted.
“The strategy of doing transformational
deals in the US has been a graveyard for
a lot of companies. It’s obviously attractive
– transatlantic M&A can take companies
from being just another local player to
being a global company. What goes wrong
is when you have companies that don’t
have a track record in post-acquisition
integration, when you have companies
that don’t have the experience and are
not willing to put the resources in place.
If you are dealing with an acquisition that
is 4,000 miles away on another continent,
that takes serious commitment.”

Like other private equity houses, HG
Capital is competing with corporate
buyers for assets – and corporates have
shown they are willing to pay very high
prices for strategic acquisitions. But Nic
Humphries says that may change.

“There is a
huge amount of
capital waiting
to be deployed,
for both private
equity and
corporate
buyers. Prices
are high.”
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“Corporate buyers have moved very
strongly into the M&A market. Whether
they have become more sophisticated
and more aggressive is another question –
I don’t really think so. It is more of a cyclical
effect: the bull market has meant more
animal spirits, and of course more cash to
spend. But when markets slow down it will
change – the strategics will stop buying to
grow and go back to focusing on their
core businesses.”
“But right now you need to be disciplined.
You need to be very analytical. I am not
a great fan of gut feeling. I am a fan of
experience, analysis, and the cumulative
network effect that comes from having
backed 50 or more very good companies.”

17
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The US/UK M&A databank
Investor confidence remains undented
US/UK dealmaking by volume remains around the two year average: in the first half
of 2017, the total number of deals fell by just under 6 percent on an annualised basis
(compared to global dealmaking which fell 3.3 percent). The pace of UK dealmaking
in the US was above average at 117 deals in 1H 2017, but US dealmaking into the UK
fell to 156 compared to 183 in the same period last year.

•• UK outbound deal volume at
two-year high in 1H 2017
•• US outbound deals ease back,
but still strong

In the last six months, UK outbound
dealmaking has remained strong, while
US outbound to the UK has weakened,
falling by nearly 15 percent in 1H 2017 on
an annualised basis. This annualised fall
has been magnified by the very strong
performance of US outbound M&A in the
first half of 2016 and it is certainly too early
to call a trend other than the continued
trend of strong US/UK M&A.

“Despite the modest fall in US outbound
dealmaking in 1H 2017, it remains the
case that overall dealmaking is at levels
comparable to boom years of early 2000s.”
18

Despite the modest fall in US outbound
dealmaking in 1H 2017, it remains the
case that overall dealmaking is at levels
comparable to the boom years of the early
2000s. Technology sector deals continue
to provide most of the volume in the US/
UK corridor, as companies attempt to
capture opportunities offered by ‘Big Data’
and the growth of cloud-based services.
There has been a notable increase in
UK buying of US consumer businesses
and professional services companies,
and there are signs of returning
momentum in financial services.
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Figure 3: US/UK cross-border M&A deals
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Figure 4: Deal value & volume by industry Q3 2015 – Q2 2017
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The biggest deals in 2017

The biggest disclosed deals in UK
outbound investment have been in
consumer businesses and professional
services. Consumer products group
Reckitt Benckiser acquired Mead Johnson
Nutrition for $16.7 billion, while Pamplona
Capital Management acquired Paraxcel
International, a Massachusetts-based
data company for $4.6 billion, and drinks
company Diageo acquired New Yorkbased Casamigos Spirits for $1 billion.
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Figure 5: M&A deal volumes by value
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The biggest disclosed deals in US
outbound investment in the first half of
2017 have been in consumer businesses
and financial services. Post Holdings of
the US acquired the UK breakfast cereal
manufacturer Weetabix in a $1.8 billion
deal, while US Priceline acquired a UK
travel agency business for $550 million
and US Travellers acquired the UK Xbridge
insurance business for $490 million. The
largest declared TMT deal was the $415
million acquisition of UK software house
Autodata by US Solera. Other $250 million
plus deals include TSG’s $264 million
acquisition of Scotland-based UK Brewdog
and HNA Capital’s $271 million acquisition
of a minority share in the UK’s OM
Asset Management, while KKR acquired
Travelopia Holdings for $406 million.
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Figure 6: Deal volume by industry
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Other $250 million plus deals included
acquisitions by Ensco which bought
Atwood Oceanics oil and gas services for
$863 million, the London Stock Exchange
which bought The Yield Book financial
analytics company for $685 million,
Spirax-Sarco which bought manufacturer
Chromalox for $415 million, Elementic
which bought chemicals manufacturer
Summit Research Labs for 360 million,
and RTC Group which bought paper
manufacturer Letica Corp for $640 million.
Other large TMT deals included Altassian
Corp’s acquisition of New York-based
software company Trello for $420 million.
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The global context: A modest slowdown
Worldwide M&A activity fell slightly in the last half year. At almost 23,000 transactions
the deal flow was down by just 3.3 percent on an annualised basis. The modest
volume decline came from Asia Pacific and in Europe, but strong dealmaking in the
Americas almost made up for this decline. Deal values were slightly higher in 1H 2017
compared to the same period a year earlier.
Figure 7: Global M&A activity since Q3 2015
•• Global M&A dipped slightly
in 1H 2017
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For US buyers, Europe is the most
important M&A target region, with around
double the number of deals done in Europe
than in the rest of the world combined.
The second biggest market for US buyers is
in the non-US Americas, while the volume
of deals done in Asia Pacific by US investors
has tended to decline over the last two
years. Total US outbound deal volumes
were virtually unchanged in 1H 2017.

Figure 8: US Global M&A activity since Q3 2015
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Europe has been the biggest source
of inbound M&A investment to the US
for every quarter in the last two years.
But the share of deals taken by Asia Pacific
buyers has been growing (and in Q4 2016
came close to exceeding the European
share). The share taken by buyers from
other Americas economies has also been
growing: the US is becoming a more global
buyer’s market, as many investors from
all parts of the globe believe that the US
is now the primary market for companies
seeking to buy growth. Total US inbound
M&A volume rose an annualised 5% in
1H 2017.
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Figure 9: UK Global M&A activity since Q3 2015

In global M&A, UK outbound dealmaking
has remained strong – there was virtually
no change in the deal volume in 1H 2017
on an annualised basis. Although the US is
the single biggest bilateral destination for
UK M&A investment, on a regional basis
Europe is where most deals are done –
there are almost two UK deals in Europe
for every one in the Americas.
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Fears that UK inbound M&A volumes might
fall sharply in the wake of last year’s vote for
the UK to leave the European Union have
proved excessively pessimistic. Inbound
volumes did fall by around 7 percent
annualised in 1H 2017, although this was
after an unusually strong first half in 2016.
Total deal value rose in 1H 2017. Investors
in the Americas are the biggest buyers of
UK corporate assets, although European
buyers are not far behind.
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Brexit: One year on
It is now a full year since the UK voted in a
referendum to leave the European Union.
This decision is significant: it means the
unpicking of a four decade project to
embed the UK into the EU Single Market
based on the principles of free movement
of goods, services, capital and people.
That there will be costs associated with
this change is almost universally
accepted; their quantum and the extent
to which they will be offset by benefits
is still a matter of debate.
From a cross-border investment
perspective the most important
observation is that Brexit has had little
impact on the M&A deal count between
the US and UK. “We are a year after the
Brexit decision and it is clear that
investors are just not letting it drive their
investment decisions,” says Andy Wilson.
Dealmaking in both directions has
fluctuated within a narrow band and it is
difficult to see as anything other than
strong. The downturn in investment into
the UK that many expected has not come
to pass; indeed large corporations have
continued to make large-scale direct
investments into the UK.

A clear and immediate impact of the
‘Brexit’ vote was a significant fall in the
value of Sterling – yet even that has not
reverberated in the M&A data. The lesson
of the last year is that mergers and
acquisitions are driven by strategic
factors, and not by price.

“We are a year
on from the
Brexit decision
and it is clear that
investors are just
not letting it drive
their investment
decisions.”

“Given the historical strength of the UK
economy relative to others, investors
appear to be comfortable with what they
think will be a temporary disruption of
trade,” says Jamie Lewin. “Remember that
disruption and dislocation are different.
Brexit is disrupting, but not dislocating.
There is no reason to predict a near term
change in pricing or interest in M&A on
either side of the Atlantic. It was the case
and remains the case that the UK is a
mature, developed, long-term stable
economy, and that is what investors like.”
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Private equity: Fighting their corner
In a market where many corporate buyers have high levels of cash and a willingness to
take long term bets based on synergistic returns, private equity investors may find it
harder to strike deals that offer the shorter term returns they typically require.
•• Private equity accounts for
a third of M&A
•• Private equity share of deals
has fallen slightly
•• Private equity strategy is
evolving

Therefore it is not surprising that the share
of all M&A deals taken by private equity has
tended to fall slightly. In the first half of 2017
US private equity investors accounted for
around 30 percent of all deals, compared
to around 34 percent in 1H 2016. The fall in
share of deals for UK financial investors has
been more marked: in 1H 2017 they took
20 percent of all deals, compared to around
30 percent a year earlier.
“There is more capital than opportunities
available,” says Cahal Dowds. “Corporates
are thinking, if private equity win a deal
now, I will have to pay a lot more for it later.
They are therefore buying at the top price,
particularly in an environment where there
is challenge for organic growth.”

The approach of private equity buyers is
changing, says Andy Wilson. “Private equity
is being very selective, because of high
valuations,” he says. “The more disciplined
private equity companies are likely to push
back and say, we need better entry terms.
They are likely to turn to more carve-outs
because corporates often don’t want to sell
to competitors. Carve-outs are more work
and may bring more risk, but the price and
other terms are often better.”

“Private equity is
being very selective,
because of high
valuations.”
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Private equity has to compete with
the corporate buyer – and one way of
competing is to adopt corporate buyer
approaches, with longer term holding.
According to Paul Staples this is changing
the expectations of private equity limited
partners: “Private equity is saying to
their Limited Partner (LP), ‘look, we have
a successful platform we have owned
for five or seven years – in the current
environment we are thinking we’d like to
keep it for maybe 10 years’.”

Figure 10: Corporate & private equity deals by volume
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As high prices put more pressure on
private equity IRRs, private equity buyers
are also turning to different kinds of assets,
says Jonathan Keith, Partner and US TMT
lead for US/UK corridor. “It’s a competitive
market, and you are seeing a different
sort of deal emerging – private equity is
looking at distressed companies, perhaps
companies coming out of bankruptcy,
the kind of assets that have received less
attention than in the past.”
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These are developments that indicate
there is increasing overlap between
private equity and strategic investment,
says Andy Wilson. “Private equity may
become more like corporates in their
approach. They are likely to hold assets
for longer to get value, or they may turn
to using acquisition platforms that are
difficult to distinguish from corporate
groups. They are looking more for the value
of synergies within their platform when
evaluating a potential bolt-on acquisition.”

Figure 11: Global private equity dry powder
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By region: The diversification
continues
Traditionally, M&A has targeted regions with high historical concentrations of the
kinds of growth and technology businesses attractive to buyers. In the US, that has
meant New York and California, and in the UK buyers have targeted London and the
surrounding South East region with its high-tech ‘corridor’ that extends westwards along
the M4 motorway. However, there are signs of gradual change in the regional pattern,
as buyers have been forced by competition to cast their nets more widely.

•• California and New York remain
the primary locations for UK
outbound M&A
•• US buyer interest in UK
regions grows

In the UK, this regionalisation has been
accelerated by the very high costs of
operating in London and the South East,
driving more companies to locate outside
of these areas. Clusters of high tech start
up businesses have been developing in
the East Midlands and the east of England
(primarily around the university town of
Cambridge), while many manufacturers
choose to locate or to add investment in
the West Midlands and in Scotland.
The dealmaking is beginning to reflect this
regionalisation, with a very gradual increase
in the share of deals done in the east of
England, the Midlands and in Scotland.
“Regionally we are certainly getting a lot
more enquiries from clients about finding
companies outside of London,” says Paul
Staples.

Although the US is a less regionally
concentrated economy than the UK, the
geographical acquisition pattern there has
also been changing. California has now
outstripped New York in terms of number
of deals, a reflection of the importance of
tech deals in the overall deal flow. Texas, the
second biggest tech economy in the US by
state, is also attracting a growing share of
deals.
Jonathan Keith believes that this
regionalisation is the inevitable effect of
market conditions. “As the market gets more
competitive it is inevitable that buyers are
going to look further afield for assets,” he
says. “As more demand chases diminishing
supply, the market expands geographically.”
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Figure 12: US outbound deal volume by UK regions
since Q3 2015
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Figure 13: UK outbound deal volume by US States since Q3 2015
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Figure 14: Cross-border M&A volumes by sector & region
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Conclusion:
The attraction is still mutual
Activity in the transatlantic M&A deal market is unprecedented. The competition for
assets, the availability of primary investment capital and of leverage, and the multiples
that companies are attracting, are all above and beyond the levels seen in previous M&A
cycles. These conditions would normally lead analysts to think in terms of cessation
rather than continuation – were it not for the fact that distress is not visible, and that the
stock of undeployed capital continues to increase.
“Asset prices are likely to continue
increasing in the short to medium term,”
says Jamie Lewin. “When you have a
shrinking supply of attractive privately-held
companies, and a situation where M&A is
more accepted as a growth strategy, it is,
in my opinion, inevitable.”
•	Tech dominates, and is even
underestimated
	It is widely recognised that technology
deals are driving the M&A cycle – but the
importance of the tech imperative may still
be underestimated. In previous technology
cycles such as the dotcom boom, activity
was largely confined to one sub-sector.
In the current phase new data-based
technology is spreading throughout the
economy.

“For large companies and private equity,
M&A is becoming not just a choice, but
a necessity, as the strategy of organic
growth gives way to successful ‘buy-andbuild’ propositions,” says Cahal Dowds.
“The speed of change, coupled with the
rate of growth in technology is leading
to an overlap of technology into other
sectors. All of this leads us to believe that
technology, in whatever guise, will continue
to drive M&A across the US/UK corridor.”

“Asset prices are
going to continue to
go up in the short
to medium term.”
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•	Funding could not be easier
	If the strategic component of the current
M&A boom has been driven by new
technology, the financial component
has been driven by low returns from
conventional investments. Investors
have turned to ‘alternative’ investments
to the point where they are no longer
alternative. But as the market for such
investments becomes more crowded,
returns decline.
	“There has been a fundamental shift in
the market risk premium,” says Jamie
Lewin. “Any investment is predicated on
the asset’s ability to produce returns
in excess of the returns from risk free
instruments like US treasuries. The low
market risk premium simply tells us that
there is a very high level of confidence in
the ability of privately held companies to
perform in the future.”
	Are high prices a cause for concern?
Not yet, says Jamie Lewin. “High prices
in the corporate asset market are not a
predictor of default. They are a predictor
of lower returns. Most investors currently
have a lower return requirement.”
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• The deal pattern is changing
	Despite the unabated pace of transatlantic
M&A dealmaking, there is a change of tone
in the market. Private equity investors are
having to think hard about the returns they
can make on the accepted three to five
year private equity model. And according
to Jonathan Keith, strategic investors
are also beginning to think harder about
successful post-acquisition integrations
as high prices reduce the margin of error.
“For successful integration you need buy
in from the people who are going to be
integrated,” he says. “I believe companies
will think a bit more clearly about how to
execute the merger, rather than just about
the financial implications of an acquisition.”
	These changes come against a background
that is fundamentally benign for US/
UK M&A. “The US market remains one
of the most attractive for strategic
investors seeking to deploy significant
levels of capital,” comments Paul Staples.
“It remains the deepest market in the
world, particularly for meaningful bolt-on
acquisitions, and many international clients
are seeking to increase their geographic
EBITDA exposure to the US going forward.”

	“The difference between the US and UK is
just that the US is a bigger market, where it
is easier for companies to grow organically,”
says Jason Richards. “That is why the US
will be the big winner when companies
eventually return to seeking internal or
organic growth”.
	For many US investors, it is the nature
rather than the size of the UK economy
that drives deals. “The UK has been
and always will be the most attractive
place in Europe to pursue an acquisition
strategy,” says Jamie Lewin. “On the one
hand, the economy really mirrors that
of the US. On the other hand, there is a
cultural alignment. That is why making
an acquisition in the UK does not feel like
making an acquisition in Asia, or South
America, or even continental Europe.”
	The data and analyst views on both sides
of the Atlantic agree: the attraction is still
mutual.
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